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DECISION AND ORDER 
 
 On November 1, 2013, Local 1303-202, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the 
Union) filed a complaint with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor 
Board) alleging that the Town of Cheshire (Town) had violated the Municipal Employee 
Relations Act (MERA or the Act) by imposing discipline on the Union president in 
retaliation for engaging in protected, concerted activities.   
 
 After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the matter came before the 
Labor Board for a hearing on August 28, 2014 at which both parties appeared, were 
represented and were allowed to present evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, 
and make argument.  Both parties filed post-hearing briefs, the last of which was filed on 
November 3, 2014.  Based on the entire record before us, we make the following findings 
of fact and conclusions of law and we issue the following order. 
 
  



FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
1. The Town is an employer within the meaning of the Act. 
 
2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and at all 
times relevant has represented a bargaining unit which includes all manual employees of 
the Town’s Department of Public Works, including the position of Mechanic. 
 
3. The Town and the Union are parties to a collective bargaining agreement with 
effective dates of July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2012.  (Ex. 5), which provides, in 
relevant part: 
 

ARTICLE XXIII 
CONDUCT OF EMPLOYEES 

 
23.1 A Town employee is prohibited from engaging in any conduct which 
could reflect unfavorably upon Town service as indicated in the Town’s 
Personnel Rules and Regulations . . .  

 
4. At all times relevant hereto, the Town’s Personnel Rules and Regulations (Ex. 6) 
provided, in relevant part: 
 

CHAPTER 13 
DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS AND GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 

 
13-1 Discipline 

 
. . .  
3. Reasons for Disciplinary Action – Disciplinary action may be imposed 
upon an employee for conduct or actions which interfere with or prevent the 
Town from effectively and efficiently discharging its responsibilities to the 
public. The following shall be sufficient causes for disciplinary action . . . 
. . . 

h.   The use of abusive language toward a superior, another employee, 
or the public. 

. . . 
 

5. At all times relevant hereto, Steven Williams (Williams) served as Union 
president and was employed in the Town’s Department of Public Works (DPW) as a 
mechanic.1  
 
6. By email (Ex. 12) on October 2, 2013, Assistant Town Manager/Personnel 
Director Louis Zullo (Zullo) forwarded a draft successor collective bargaining agreement 
to Union staff representative Wayne Marshall (Marshall) and stated, in relevant part: 
 
 In the interest of time, I have prepped the final draft for your review so that if the 

1  Williams left the Town’s employ after the events in question and did not testify at the hearing before the 
Labor Board. 
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Council approves the contract, we can move as quickly as possible to sign and 
process the retroactive pay due . . .  

 
7. On October 8, 2013, the Town’s legislative body approved a successor collective 
bargaining agreement (the successor agreement) that the Union had previously ratified.  
 
8. The successor agreement provided for wage increases retroactive to June 30, 2012 
and certain members of the bargaining unit were due particularly large retroactive wage 
payments due to work related to storms that had occurred during the previous winter. 
 
9. By email to Marshall and Williams on October 9, 2013, Zullo stated, in relevant 
part: 
 

The Town Council passed the contract last night 7-2.  I previously sent you the 
draft contract.  Once you have reviewed, please let me know if there are any 
changes. 
  
I will not process any retroactive payments and make any changes in hourly rates 
until the contract is signed.  The last contract we processed retros and wages prior 
to signing thinking the signing was imminent and the contract signing was 
delayed. 

 
Marshall replied to Zullo only by email on October 11, 2013, stating, in relevant part: 
 

I am on vacation next week.  I will be meeting with the Union Committee to 
review the contract the week of October 21st when I return. 

 
Zullo replied to Marshall only by email that day stating: 
 
 No problem.  It just will push back their payments into November cycle. 
 
(Ex. 18). 
 
10. On or about October 17, 2013, Williams posted a handwritten note (Ex. 19) on the 
Union bulletin board that stated: 
 

   FYI 
 

Council PASSED THE CONTRACT 
  

  WE ARE NOW WAITING ON LOU ….. 
     
                         I will keep you posted, 

                Steve 
 

(emphasis in original). 
 
11. On or about October 18, 2013, Highway Superintendent Mark Cunningham 
(Cunningham) emailed a picture of Williams’ posting to Zullo.  Zullo called the Town 
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garage and told the person answering the telephone that he wanted to speak to Williams. 
When Williams came to the telephone2, Zullo told him that he was calling about 
Williams’ posting and stated “Well, I think it’s, you know, misinformation. I’d like it to 
be corrected.” In response, Williams stated “fuck you, fuck off” and slammed the 
telephone down, ending the conversation. Williams’ response was overheard by someone 
at the Town garage.  
 
12. By memorandum (Ex. 20) to DPW Director George Noewatne (Noewatne) dated 
October 18, 2013, with copies to Town Manager Michael A. Milone (Milone) and 
Cunningham, Zullo stated, in relevant part: 
 

This is to confirm to you the phone conversation I had today . . . with Steve 
Williams of the PW staff regarding his posting on the bulletin board . . . 
. . .  
I feel his conduct to be inappropriate as directed at me with his use of profane 
language toward a department head and a fellow employee. 
 

13. Following the incident, certain employees told Noewatne they considered the 
incident unusual while others inquired of Cunningham whether Williams would be 
disciplined. 
  
14. On or about October 24, 2013, Noewatne sent Williams a memorandum (Ex. 7) 
stating, in relevant part: 
 
 On October 18, 2013, you were engaged in a phone conversation with Personnel 
 Director Louis Zullo . . .  
 . . . 
 The behavior you exhibited is wholly unacceptable in general, but particularly 

to a senior member of management . . . It also adversely impacts the integrity of 
the chain of command. No person deserves to be spoken to that way, and it will 
not be tolerated now or in the future. 

 
As a Public Works Employee you are expected to deal respectfully with superiors, 
other employees, and the public.  In order to emphasize that this action will not be 
repeated I am issuing a one (1) day suspension, in accordance with the 
disciplinary procedures outlined in the contract.  I am also requiring you to 
apologize in writing to Mr. Zullo for your unjustified use of profanity. 
. . .  

 
15. On or about October 24, 2013, the Union filed a grievance pursuant to the dispute 
resolution procedure in the collective bargaining agreement contesting the discipline 
imposed on Williams.  (Ex. 8). 
 
16. By memorandum (Ex. 9) to Williams dated December 5, 2013, Milone denied the 
Union’s grievance stating, in relevant part: 
 

2  The record is silent as to the location of the telephone in the Town garage or the identity or position of 
the person who notified Williams of Zullo’s call. 
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I find that your behavior in this instance was totally unacceptable. 
It is abusive language, shows a total lack of respect for a coworker, not to 
mention a superior and the chain of command . . . 

 
Moreover, I find it disturbing that you simply didn’t just apologize 

to Mr. Zullo for your comment. 
  

To defend your conduct on the basis that you have immunity from 
these types of transgressions when acting in your Union President capacity 
is irresponsible and shows a lack of accountability for your behavior.  

  . . .   
 
17. By email to Noewatne on February 12, 2014, Williams gave notice that he was 
resigning from his position with the Town effective February 21, 2014. (Ex. 11). 

 
18. While profane language is commonly used by members of Town DPW crews, it is 
not ordinarily directed at persons present, particularly supervisors. 

  
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 
1. Employer discrimination and retaliation against employees for engaging in 
protected, concerted activity is a violation of the Act. 
 
2. Concerted activity that is threatening, illegal, or excessively abusive is not 
protected under the Act.   
 
3. To establish a prima facie case of illegal discrimination or retaliation, the 
Complainant must show that the employee engaged in protected, concerted activities; that 
the employer had knowledge of those activities; and that the employer harbored anti-
union animus. 
 
4. Proof that a Respondent would not have acted differently regardless of animus is 
a defense to a prima facie case of unlawful discrimination or retaliation. 
 
5. The Town violated the Act when it suspended the Union president for his conduct 
on October 18, 2013. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
 The Union claims that the Town violated section 7-470(a)(1) and (2)3of the Act 
by disciplining the Union president for engaging in protected activity.4 Specifically, the 

3 Section 7-470 of the Act provides, in relevant part: 
 

(a) Municipal employers or their representatives or agents are prohibited from : (1)  Interfering, 
restraining or coercing employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in section 7-468; (2) 
Dominating or interfering with the formation, existence of administration of any employee 
organization . . .  
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Union contends that since Williams was acting in his capacity as a Union official during 
the conversation at issue, his response to Zullo’s request was protected.   
  

The Town disputes that Williams was acting in his official capacity at the time 
and argues that under the circumstances Williams’ conduct was so extreme so as to lose 
protection under the Act.  In short, the Town contends that the Union has failed to make 
the required prima facie case. 
 
 Our means for assessing claimed discrimination or retaliation for engaging in 
protected activity is well-established: 
 

A complainant alleging that employees were discriminated against in their 
employment because of union activity has the initial burden of showing 
that the discriminatory action was taken because of these protected activities,  
or at least that the protected activities were a substantial factor in bringing 
about these adverse actions.  Town of Greenwich, Decision No. 2257 (1983), 
aff’d O’Brien v. State Board of Labor Relations, 8 Conn. App. 57 (1986); 
Connecticut Yankee Catering Co, Inc. Decision No. 1601 (1977).  We 
Determine whether the complainant has met this burden to establish a 
prima facie case of discrimination using an analytical framework such as is 
found in Wright Line, 251 NLRB 1083, enfd 622 F.2d 899 (1st Cir. 1981),  
cert denied 455 U.S. 989 (1982). “A prima facie case includes proof that: (1) the 
employee engaged in protected, concerted activities; (2) the employer had 
knowledge of those activities; and (3) the employer harbored anti-union animus.” 
New Britain Board of Education, Decision No. 4290 p. 4 (2008). Once a prima 
facie case is established, we then address whether the employer has established an 
affirmative defense which may include proof that the employer would have 
pursued its course of conduct regardless of any anti-union motivation. City of 
Hartford, Decision No 3785 (2000); New Fairfield Board of Education, 
Decision No. 3327 (1995).  

 
City of Norwalk, Decision No. 4621 p.6 (2012); see also, Bridgeport Housing Authority, 
Decision No. 4754 (2014); Town of Hamden, Decision No. 4404 (2009); Town of 
Wallingford, Decision No. 3999 (2004); Orange Board of Education, Decision No. 
3417 (1996); Windsor Locks Police Dept., Decision No. 2836 (1990), appeal dismissed, 
225 Conn. 297 (1993). 
 
   We use the definition of "concerted” set forth in Meyers Industries, 268 NLRB 
493 (1984), which requires that the employee’s activity be "engaged with or on the 
authority of other employees, and not solely by and on behalf of the employee himself." 
Id at 497; Bridgeport Housing Authority, supra. Not all concerted activity is protected 
under the Act, however, as we will not countenance threatening or other illegal behavior, 
nor must an employer tolerate “the most flagrant or egregious conduct or speech.”  City 
of Hartford, Decision No. 2606, p. 12 (1987); Winchester Board of Education, Decision 

4 Section 7-470(a)(2) is concerned with circumstances where an employer inserts itself into the structure or 
operation of what purports to be a labor organization, thereby creating a so-called “company union.” Town 
of North Branford, Decision No. 4742 (2014); New Fairfield Board of Education, Decision No. 3327 
(1995). Since the record is devoid of evidence material to such issue we dismiss the Union’s 
Claim under that section. 
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No. 2872 (1990); Town of Stonington, Decision No. 1923 (1980).  Where a respondent 
employer contends that an employee engaged in opprobrious or extreme conduct thereby 
lost protection otherwise afforded concerted activity, our federal counterpart decides 
whether the employee “crossed that line depend[ing] on several factors:  (1) the place of 
the discussion; (2) the subject matter of the discussion; (3) the nature of the employee’s 
outburst; and (4) whether the outburst was, in any way, provoked by an employer’s unfair 
labor practice.” Atlantic Steel Co., 245 NLRB 814, 816 (1979).  No single factor is 
determinative and the NLRB weighs and balances the factors depending on the 
circumstances of the case.    
 
 Turning to the instant case we first address the Town’s claim that Williams was 
not acting in a representational capacity when he cursed Zullo. There is no dispute that 
the posting was notice of the status of the successor agreement to the bargaining unit by 
its designated representative or that Williams was acting in that capacity when Zullo 
requested that the posting be corrected. The Town contends, however, that the posting 
was a knowing misrepresentation intended to besmirch Zullo to the bargaining unit and 
that Williams’ profanity was nothing more than “an employee lashing out because . . . [he 
was] . . . caught in a lie. Town’s brief p. 9.  We disagree and find that the record supports 
a conclusion that at all relevant times Williams was acting in his role as Union president.   
 

We view Williams’ response as more than a summary denial of Zullo’s request. In 
contrast to the implementation of the parties’ prior collective bargaining agreement and 
without the Union’s assent, Zullo had given notice that payments relating to retroactive 
wage increases would not issue until the parties reached agreement on all final language 
and signed the successor agreement. It is undisputed that these payments were expected 
to be substantial and both the phrase “waiting on Lou” in Williams’ posting as well as his 
subsequent invective may be readily construed as directed at Zullo’s imposition of this 
condition and the delays in payment occasioned thereby. Furthermore, there is nothing in 
the record to establish that Williams was aware that Marshall’s unavailability had delayed 
Union review of Zullo’s draft. However, even if Williams knew the Union was the cause 
of the delay, his posting and cursing of Zullo are palpable references to what Williams 
likely believed was an unnecessary condition5 unilaterally imposed by Zullo on 
implementation of the new agreement.  In short, we have no difficulty finding that 
Williams’ posting was a communication to the bargaining unit by its representative and 
that Williams’ expletives were, in essence, a comment by that representative on the 
actions of his counterpart concerning the unit as a whole.    
 
 The Town’s reliance on City of Norwich, Decision No. 2945 (1991), is misplaced 
because the union president in that case was disciplined for insubordination after the fire 
chief refused his request for a co-worker’s paycheck, an act, we concluded, he “took on 
his own behalf and as a favor to a fellow firefighter, not as a union official.” Id. at p. 7.  
(footnote omitted).  Similarly, we rejected the claim in Bridgeport Housing Authority, 
supra, that a complaint alleging a co-worker was threatened was protected concerted 
activity, because there was no evidence that the co-worker sought assistance or was even 
aware of the threat. Berlin Board of Education, Decision No. 3328 (1995) is inapposite 
because we expressly found that the employee’s actions at issue “all occurred on the 

5 Unlike other terms and conditions of employment which often require careful drafting in a collective 
bargaining agreement, retroactive wage payments are ordinarily a simple arithmetic function of employee 
position, tenure, and the wage scale ratified by the parties. 
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work floor or in a meeting to investigate a disruption that he precipitated; they did not 
occur while . . . [he] . . . was acting in his role as Union President.”  Id. at p. 19 n. 4. Here 
we consider Williams’ scrutiny of and opposition to wage payment restrictions well 
within his charge as Union president.  
 
 We have long recognized that “[a]n employee may not act with impunity even 
though he is engaged in protected activity. His rights . . . must be balanced against the 
employer’s right to maintain order . . . by punishing acts of insubordination.”  Berlin 
Board of Education, supra at pp. 19-20 (quoting Crown Central Petroleum Corp. v. 
NLRB, 430 F. 2d 724, 729 (1970); see Town of Wallingford, Decision No. 3002 (1992); 
City of Hartford, supra.   In addressing the Town’s remaining arguments, we accept the 
Town’s invitation to apply the NLRB’s balancing test as articulated in Atlantic Steel Co., 
supra.  
 
 The Town contends that the first Atlantic Steel Co. factor weighs in its favor 
because someone at the Town garage overheard the telephone call and other employees 
expressed concern that Williams might be disciplined.  Absent evidence to the contrary, 
however, Williams had an expectation of privacy during his conversation with Zullo and 
there is nothing in the record to establish the specific locale of the telephone Williams 
answered, whether the employee who overheard the call was in the bargaining unit, or 
when employee comments regarding the incident were voiced.6  We will not presume 
facts to make the important “distinction between outbursts under circumstances where 
there was little, if any, risk that other employees heard the obscenities and those where 
that risk was high.” NLRB v. Starbucks Corp., 679 F.3d 70, 79 (2012)(citations omitted).   
 

 The second factor, the subject matter of the discussion, weighs in favor of a 
finding that Williams’ speech was protected given our conclusion that the invective was 
primarily directed at Zullo’s insistence on withholding retroactive wage payments 
pending contract execution, a change from the manner in which the prior agreement was 
implemented.  We do not go so far as to find that this change, although unilateral, 
amounted to a prohibited practice under the Act.  The record does not encompass, nor 
have the parties briefed, this issue.  As such, while the Town’s conduct in this regard 
obviously distressed Williams and was possibly questionable, we afford little weight to 
the fourth factor of the Atlantic Steel Co. test. 
 
 Turning to the third factor, the nature of Williams’ outburst, we note that the 
language of the shop is not polite society.  The Town’s witnesses admitted that profanity 
is common to the workplace, albeit not directed at a specific person as occurred here.  
Where only one party to the collective bargaining relationship is empowered to impose 
discipline, our intervention is necessary on occasion to enforce rights protected under the 
Act:   
 
 Local union officials are usually subordinate employees of the employer, and any 

discipline meted out to them as employees because of conduct performed by them 

 
6 There is a substantial difference between a telephone call overheard by a manager in a private office and 
one heard in an open area frequented by multiple employees.  Similarly, inferences arising from concerns 
expressed during the pendency of Noewatne’s investigation may differ from those raised immediately after 
the incident at issue. 
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as union officials will tend to destroy their independence and effectiveness as 
union officials and undermine the strength of the union. 

 
City of Hartford, supra at p. 12 (quoting City of New London, Decision No. 952 (1970)).  
“MERA is designed to create a level playing field for labor and management.  It is our 
job to carry out that legislative command.”  City of Hartford, Decision No. 3261 p. 9 
(1994).   
 
 We find that Williams engaged in concerted protected activity which the Town 
was aware of at the time the discipline was imposed and “[a]s always, assessment of anti-
union animus is more difficult.” City of Norwalk, supra at p. 6. 
 

“In this day and age, discrimination is almost invariably conducted 
surreptitiously; employers who engage in this form of misconduct do not do so 
overtly.” Town of Watertown, Decision No. 3719 (1999). Factors such as 
statements by the employer and the relation in time between the protected activity 
and the employer’s action are important in determining whether discrimination 
has occurred. Town of Wallingford, Decision No. 3662 (1999). Because direct 
evidence of discriminatory motive so frequently is unavailable, the Union is 
entitled to the benefit of reasonable inferences under the circumstances. Hartford 
Board of Education, Decision 4544 (2011); Town of Hamden (Police), Decision 
No. 2394 (1985).  
 

Id; see also State of Connecticut, Decision No. 4101 (2005) (holding animus is inferred 
where reasonable to do so). Given the record before us, however, we find the requisite 
animus existed7 and conclude that the Union has established a prima facie case. 
Williams’ retort to Zullo’s request was crude, offensive, and unnecessary. We find, 
however, that in the narrow confines of the facts of this case that it was speech protected 
under the Act.  As such we issue the following order. 
 

ORDER 
 
 By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of 
Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby 
 
 ORDERED, that the Town of Cheshire 
 

I. Cease and desist from imposing discipline or otherwise discriminating against 
employees for engaging in protected union activity. 
 
II. Take the following affirmative action which we find will effectuate the 
purposes of the Act: 
 

A. Rescind the disciplinary action imposed on Steven Williams with respect to 
the events of October 18, 2013 and make Williams whole for any monetary or  
other losses that he suffered as a result of such discipline. 

7  The grounds for our finding in this regard include the events leading to the discipline at issue, 
Noewatne’s order to apologize, and the references by Noewatne and Milone to the “chain of command” 
and Williams’ subordinate position relative to Zullo. 
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B. Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days 

from the date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees of the 
bargaining unit customarily assemble, a copy of the Decision and Order in its 
entirety. 

 
C. Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the 

Labor Department, 38 Wolcott Hill Road, Wethersfield, Connecticut within 
thirty (30) days of receipt of this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the 
Town of Cheshire to comply herewith. 

 
CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 
 
   Patricia V. Low 
   Patricia V. Low 
   Chairman 
 
   Wendella Ault Battey 
   Wendella Ault Battey 
   Board Member 
 
   Barbara J. Collins 
   Barbara J. Collins 
   Board Member 
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CERTIFICATION 
 
 I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 31st  
day of March, 2015 to the following: 
 
 
Attorney Floyd J. Dugas 
Berchem, Moses & Devlin     RRR 
75 Broad Street 
Milford, CT 06460 
 
Attorney J. William Gagne, Jr. 
Gagne & Associates      RRR 
17 North Main Street 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
 
 
 ________________________________ 
 Harry B. Elliott, Jr., General Counsel 
 CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 
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